Does Nudging Squelch the Extremes in Regional Climate Modeling?
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ABSTRACT

An important question in regional climate downscaling is whether to constrain (nudge) the interior of the limited-area domain toward the larger-scale driving fields. Prior research has demonstrated that interior nudging can increase the skill of regional climate predictions originating from historical data. However, there is concern that nudging may also inhibit the regional model’s ability to properly develop and simulate mesoscale features, which may reduce the value added from downscaling by altering the representation of local climate extremes. Extreme climate events can result in large economic losses and human casualties, and regional climate downscaling is one method for projecting how climate change scenarios will affect extreme events locally. In this study, the effects of interior nudging are explored on the downscaled simulation of temperature and precipitation extremes. Multidecadal, continuous Weather Research and Forecasting model simulations of the contiguous United States are performed using coarse reanalysis fields as proxies for global climate model fields. The results demonstrate that applying interior nudging improves the accuracy of simulated monthly means, variability, and extremes over the multidecadal period. The results in this case indicate that interior nudging does not inappropriately squelch the prediction of temperature and precipitation extremes and is essential for simulating extreme events that are faithful in space and time to the driving large-scale fields.

1. Introduction

Projecting climate change to local scales is important for understanding and mitigating the effects of climate change on society and the environment. Many of the current general circulation models (GCMs) for simulating climate are run with a horizontal resolution of about 1° × 1°. Although at this resolution the large-scale atmospheric features that drive weather and climate are well represented, mesoscale features and local topography are not resolved, and consequently the GCM may not accurately represent local changes in temperature and precipitation extremes (Dulière et al. 2011; Werth and Garrett 2011). To predict the local effects of climate change, the GCM fields can be projected to local scales using a regional climate model (RCM) by applying dynamical downscaling techniques (e.g., Giorgi 1990). The RCM may then be used to inform problem-focused climate assessments that address community goals and values (Tryhorn and DeGaetano 2011).

To interpret climate change at the local level, there is great interest in characterizing changes in “extreme events.” Extreme events are rare but important meteorological phenomena such as droughts, floods, extreme heat and cold, and strong wind events that are statistically associated with the tails of a probability distribution (e.g., Meehl et al. 2000b; Garrett and Müller 2008). Extreme weather events have significant societal impacts such as large economic costs and human casualties (e.g., Meehl et al. 2000a). Indices of climate extremes often involve tracking the exceedances of a critical threshold value (e.g., Karl et al. 1999) and may consider the frequency, duration, and areal extent of the exceedance. Changes in the duration and/or intensity of extreme events will impact air quality, water quantity and quality, agriculture (growing season, types of crops, water availability), energy demands and sources, urban infrastructure and building codes, and the overall economy. Because of the spatial heterogeneity in extreme precipitation and temperature events (e.g.,
Trenberth et al. 2007), RCMs that are used for projecting future changes in frequency and intensity of extreme events must reflect the state-of-the-science.

When using RCMs to downscale GCM fields, interior nudging may reduce errors in RCM predictions compared with applying a constraint only at the lateral boundaries (Migues-Macho et al. 2004; Castro et al. 2005; Lo et al. 2008; Alexandru et al. 2009; Bowden et al. 2012b). Feser et al. (2011) indicate that constraint toward the atmospheric large scales (i.e., via nudging) when downscaling often increases mesoscale variability and “adds value” to the global climate model forecasts. The balance in the constraint toward the GCM fields against the RCM’s freedom to develop mesoscale features is difficult to determine objectively and has not yet been achieved (e.g., Kanamaru and Kanamitsu 2007; Alexandru et al. 2009; Bowden et al. 2012b). Arritt and Rummukainen (2011) juxtapose that nudging too weakly allows the RCM to diverge from the GCM fields, while nudging too strongly can suppress the development of the finer-scale processes that are sought with the RCM. Christensen et al. (2007) also caution that, while nudging minimizes large-scale error in the RCM, it can also mask model biases. Pielke et al. (2012) argue that nudging can force the RCM to retain and potentially exacerbate errors that exist in the GCM. Although nudging is becoming increasingly common for regional climate modeling, using interior nudging techniques is not universally accepted as a standard practice for dynamical downscaling.

Despite improving the means and retaining large-scale consistency with the driving model, there is some concern that using interior nudging techniques may dampen the extremes and variability. Using the Canadian RCM (CRCM), Alexandru et al. (2009) found that increasing the strength of spectral nudging by initiating spectral nudging closer to the surface decreased the intensity of precipitation during a summer period. Cha et al. (2011), using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model with a version of spectral nudging that follows von Storch et al. (2000) and is similar to the CRCM, found that, while spectral nudging reduced errors in the tracks of tropical cyclones, it artificially weakened tropical cyclone intensities. Bowden et al. (2012b) showed that spatial variability with analysis nudging in WRF is decreased as the nudging time scale is decreased.

There are few studies that investigate the ability of RCMs to simulate extreme events, particularly over North America, and none of the following explicitly mention using nudging. Using the Pennsylvania State University–National Center for Atmospheric Research mesoscale model (MM5), Lynn et al. (2007) showed that correctly predicting the surface energy balance was essential for predicting extreme summer temperatures over the eastern United States. Dulière et al. (2011) showed that both WRF and the Hadley Centre Regional Model (HadRM) adequately represented local extremes of temperature and precipitation in the U.S. Northwest over a recent 5-yr period. Caldwell et al. (2009) found that WRF driven by 40-yr climate simulations overpredicted precipitation extremes over California and underpredicted the frequency of precipitation events. By contrast, Mladjic et al. (2011) found that the CRCM underpredicted precipitation extremes across Canada for an historical 30-yr period.

This study addresses two relevant questions for dynamical downscaling for the contiguous United States (CONUS): 1) how well can a RCM simulate temperature and precipitation means and extremes for a multi-decadal period 2) and how does nudging affect the frequencies and intensities of those extreme events? Colin et al. (2010) created a 23-yr simulation with Aire Limitée Adaptation Dynamique Développement International (ALADIN)-Climate and found that spectral nudging did not adversely affect the prediction of extreme precipitation events over Europe. This study investigates the effects of nudging techniques on predictions of extreme temperatures and precipitation with the WRF model as a RCM to simulate an historical 20-yr period. We evaluate the results against high-resolution analyses and examine the impacts of nudging on simulated extremes across the CONUS to determine whether interior nudging in WRF inappropriately squelches the extremes.

2. Model description

The WRF model version 3.2.1 (WRFv3.2.1; Skamarock et al. 2008) was initialized at 0000 UTC 2 December 1987 and run for a 1-month spinup, then run continuously for 20 years through 0000 UTC 1 January 2008. The two-way-nested modeling domains (108- and 36-km horizontal grid spacing, see Fig. 1) covered North America and the CONUS, respectively. WRF was run with a 34-layer configuration that extended to a model top at 50 hPa. The physics options included the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for global climate models (RRTMG) (Iacono et al. 2008) for longwave and shortwave radiation, the WRF single-moment 6-class microphysics scheme (Hong and Lim 2006), the Grell ensemble convective parameterization scheme (Grell and Dévényi 2002), the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme (Hong et al. 2006), and the Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001). The input data are 2.5° × 2.5° analyses from the National Centers...
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–Department of Energy Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP-II) reanalysis data (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) (hereafter R-2), which are at comparable spatial and temporal resolutions as GCM fields. Since the data are from a historical period, the downscaled runs can be evaluated against higher-resolution reanalysis products. The R-2 fields provide initial, lateral, and surface boundary conditions, and serve as the constraints when interior nudging is used. No further observational data are assimilated into the WRF simulation.

Three 20-yr runs are performed with WRF. One simulation includes nudging only through the lateral boundaries (Davies and Turner 1977) using a 5-point sponge zone—that is, no nudging (NN). The other simulations additionally use one of the two forms of grid-based nudging that are available in public versions of WRF: analysis nudging (AN) and spectral nudging (SN).

Both forms of interior nudging can reduce errors in the means in regional climate modeling with WRF (e.g., Lo et al. 2008; Bowden et al. 2012b).

The analysis nudging technique in WRF (Stauffer and Seaman 1990; Deng et al. 2007) theorized to be most useful when the input data fields are not significantly coarser than the model resolution. In WRF analysis nudging adds a nonphysical term to the prognostic equations that is proportional to the difference between the model state and a value that is interpolated in time and space from the reference analysis. Analysis nudging is applied toward horizontal wind components, potential temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio. The analysis nudging coefficients (Table 1) are set to the default values in WRF for wind and temperature for the 108-km domain, but reduced for moisture (e.g., Otte 2008) and reduced for all coefficients for the 36-km domain (e.g., Stauffer and Seaman 1994). The analysis nudging is only

![FIG. 1. WRF 108- and 36-km domains and the regions used for model evaluation: Northwest (NW), Southwest (SW), Great Plains (PL), Midwest (MW), Southeast (SE), and Northeast (NE). From Bowden et al. (2012b).](image)

**TABLE 1.** Nudging coefficients (s⁻¹) and domain-relative wavenumbers used for analysis and spectral nudging simulations. Time scales (h) that correspond to the nudging coefficients and length scales (km) that correspond to the wavenumbers are in parentheses. Fields that are not applicable are indicated by a dash.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>Potential temperature</th>
<th>Water vapor mixing ratio</th>
<th>Geopotential</th>
<th>West–east wavenumber</th>
<th>South–north wavenumber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis nudging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 km</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>4.5 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 km</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.8)</td>
<td>(2.8)</td>
<td>(27.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spectral nudging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 km</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(1728)</td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(1800)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 km</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(1674)</td>
<td>(0.9)</td>
<td>(1512)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
applied above the PBL to maximize the WRF’s freedom to develop mesoscale circulation in the PBL.

Spectral nudging is attractive as a scale-selective interior constraint for regional climate downscaling because it can restrict nudging toward the longer wavelengths. Similar to analysis nudging, spectral nudging affects the model solution through a nonphysical term in the prognostic equations, but instead the term is based on the difference between the spectral decompositions of the model solution and the reference analysis. The spectral nudging in WRFv3.2.1 follows Miguez-Macho et al. (2004) and can be applied toward horizontal wind components, potential temperature, and geopotential. As in the analysis nudging simulation, spectral nudging is only applied above the PBL. Spectral nudging is used to constrain WRF toward synoptic-scale wavelengths and is applied in WRF to wavelengths longer than a threshold that is a function of domain size and a specified cutoff wavenumber. The threshold wavelength for spectral nudging should not be less than the shortest wavelength resolved by the input fields, which is at least 4Δx (Pielke 1984) of the R-2 analyses, or ~1100 km in midlatitudes. Nudging coefficients, threshold wavenumbers used for spectral nudging, and their corresponding wavelengths are given in Table 1.

3. Analysis

The three WRF simulations on the 36-km domain are analyzed for the historical period 1988–2007. We seek to determine how nudging affects the representation of 2-m temperature and precipitation extremes over the 20-yr period. Since no interior nudging occurs within the PBL, neither 2-m temperature nor precipitation is directly assimilated.

For a variable with a given statistical distribution, the frequency of extreme events (as measured by threshold exceedances) changes if the mean of the distribution shifts and/or if the variance (width) of the distribution changes (Meehl et al. 2000a). A change in the mean will cause an increase in threshold exceedances on one end (e.g., the number of hot days) and a decrease on the other side of the distribution (e.g., the number of cold days). A change in the variance will affect the frequency and magnitude of extremes on both sides of the distribution and, according to Katz and Brown (1992), it may be more important for changes in extreme outliers (i.e., events more than one standard deviation from the mean). Since the representation of the mean and variance is important for the frequency and severity of extreme events, we first examine how the three downscaling strategies influence the mean 2-m temperature and precipitation from the RCM. Then, to investigate the effects of nudging on the variability in the RCM we compare spatial spectra from the RCM fields with those from the reanalysis fields. Finally, we examine the extremes of 2-m temperature and precipitation in the downscaled runs.

The WRF simulations are compared to the R-2 fields to determine the extent to which the large-scale variability is preserved in the WRF simulation. For near-surface fields, where mesoscale detail is expected to be gained by using a RCM, the WRF simulations are compared to high-resolution reanalyses from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) (Mesinger et al. 2006) and the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha et al. 2010). Both the NARR and the CFSR should include mesoscale detail that is comparable to what could be produced in the 36-km WRF simulations. The NARR is a 32-km limited-area reanalysis that has 3-h fields and is often used for understanding regional climate and for validation of regional climate modeling studies over North America (e.g., Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam 2006; Bukovsky and Karoly 2007; Lo et al. 2008; Becker et al. 2009; Bowden et al. 2012b). The CFSR is a 0.31° (~35–38 km at midlatitudes) global reanalysis that consists of 6-h analyses supplemented with hourly forecasts. Here, CFSR is used for comparisons of 2-m temperature, and NARR is used for precipitation, as explained below.

Several of the extremes examined in this paper are comparisons of 2-m temperature against threshold values. With 3-h temporal sampling, the NARR is inadequate for counting temperature exceedances. Instead, we use the hourly gridded fields from the CFSR. Saha et al. (2010) show that the multiyear mean and trend of 2-m temperature from CFSR match well with comparable fields used in the climate change community to estimate global warming trends. Wang et al. (2011) show that 2-m temperature from CFSR is more highly correlated with observations than either R-2 or its predecessor R-1 is.

To ensure that the fields from CFSR are qualitatively and quantitatively consistent with a validated source, the mean 2-m temperature for 1988–2007 (i.e., the 20-yr period of the WRF simulations) is computed for both NARR and CFSR interpolated to the 36-km WRF domain at their highest temporal resolutions (i.e., 3- and 1-h fields for the NARR and CFSR, respectively) using WRF preprocessing software. Outside of regions with complex terrain, the 20-yr mean 2-m temperature is consistent between NARR and CFSR (Fig. 2). East of the Rocky Mountains (excluding the southern Appalachian Mountains), the differences in the 20-yr mean 2-m temperature between NARR and CFSR are typically within ±1.5 K. Differences between NARR and CFSR...
in the 20-yr mean 2-m temperature typically exceed ±2.5 K in areas of complex terrain in the CONUS. Although both NARR and CFSR are reanalysis products that are strongly influenced by observations, neither model assimilates 2-m temperature directly.

Precipitation comparisons are made against NARR fields that have been interpolated to the 36-km WRF domain. Over the CONUS precipitation fields from the NARR are influenced by assimilating hourly precipitation derived from 1/8° daily analyses of rain gauge data, which are then converted to latent heat to constrain the NARR precipitation (Mesinger et al. 2006). The amplitude of the annual cycle of precipitation is well depicted by NARR (Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam 2006) and, overall, NARR precipitation is “virtually indistinguishable” from observations (Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas 2006). Bukovsky and Karoly (2007) conclude that, although NARR is imperfect, it is superior to other reanalysis products for precipitation and it adequately captures extreme events, even over the topography of the western United States. Becker et al. (2009), however, note that NARR has a systematic bias toward more frequent, lighter precipitation and extremes are underestimated in the eastern United States. In accordance with Mesinger et al. (2006), our precipitation comparisons are restricted to land and over the CONUS because NARR is less reliable where limited and coarser-scale data were assimilated. Since the NARR precipitation fields represent the CONUS well, we use NARR instead of CFSR precipitation fields, which have not been adjusted by observational assimilation. Our analysis indicates that CFSR is much wetter than NARR (not shown), which is corroborated by Higgins et al. (2010) and Mo et al. (2011) who showed systematic overprediction of precipitation by CFSR throughout the CONUS.

a. Mean 2-m temperature and precipitation

Although the focus of this work is on simulating extreme events, we first evaluate the mean values of 2-m temperature and total precipitation in the WRF simulations over different temporal scales because changes in the means will affect the extreme values. The 20-yr mean 2-m temperature is computed for each of the three WRF simulations and compared against CFSR (Fig. 2). All three WRF simulations show a slight warm bias (>0.5 K) in the Great Plains (see Fig. 1) and along the southeastern Atlantic coast compared to CFSR.
differences from CFSR are more pronounced in NN, where the warm bias exceeds 1.5 K in the southern Plains and a large area of cool bias of more than 0.5 K extends throughout southeastern Canada. As in the comparison of NARR with CFSR, all three WRF simulations have large differences from CFSR in complex terrain, and the patterns, signs, and magnitudes of the differences in complex terrain are consistent when compared to the difference between NARR and CFSR (Fig. 2). Differences between NARR and the WRF simulations are not as pronounced as in the comparisons with CFSR, especially in complex terrain (not shown), which suggests that the NARR topography may be more consistent with WRF than the topography used in the global CFSR.

The precipitation predicted by WRF is too high compared to NARR throughout much of the domain (Fig. 3). Average annual precipitation in WRF is particularly exaggerated in complex terrain and east of the Rocky Mountains. Although the average annual precipitation in WRF is too high regardless of whether nudging is used, the WRF simulations all correctly predict that the highest precipitation amounts occur along the northwestern coast and in the eastern United States.

The evaluation of the extremes in this paper focuses on the Midwest region (Fig. 1), which has only gradual changes in topography; the other regions are presented in less detail to permit a broader analysis. The differences between NARR and CFSR in 20-yr mean 2-m temperature are typically within ±0.5 K throughout the Midwest (Fig. 2), and those differences are overall the smallest of the regions in Fig. 1. In the Midwest, NN has little bias compared to CFSR (Fig. 2) except for a slight cool bias between −1.5 and −0.5 K around the northern, eastern, and southern peripheries of that region. AN has a slight warm bias (0.5–1.5 K) in the Midwest, and SN is the least biased compared to CFSR for the 20-yr mean 2-m temperature (Fig. 2).

Figure 4 shows a time series of the monthly area-average 2-m temperature difference from CFSR for the Midwest region for each of the three WRF simulations. Although the 20-yr mean 2-m temperature from NN compares well to CFSR and arguably may be as good as or better than AN and SN, examining only the mean 2-m temperature over the 20-yr period can be misleading (cf. Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). The monthly area-average 2-m temperature over the 20-yr period shows deviations greater than 4 K in NN (Fig. 4). These month-to-month differences in NN indicate the RCM’s inability to correctly
simulate weather conditions that are consistent with the large-scale driving fields and show that the modest mean annual bias (Fig. 2) results from averaging large monthly biases that have opposite sign (Fig. 4). Both AN and SN reduce the monthly deviations from CFSR to less than ±2 K (Fig. 4). Each year the most pronounced monthly cold bias in the Midwest in NN is typically in July or August (Fig. 4), and that cold bias is mitigated by both forms of nudging, slightly more strongly by AN than SN. AN is slightly warmer than SN for most months throughout the 20-yr period, consistent with the relative comparisons of AN and SN to CFSR (Fig. 2). AN and SN improve the average monthly predictions of 2-m temperature throughout the domain compared to NN (Fig. 5). In NN there is a pronounced cold bias (approaching 3 K) in the eastern United States in the summer, which is mitigated by either form of nudging.

The three WRF simulations generally overpredict precipitation by 10–50 mm month⁻¹ compared to NARR (Figs. 4 and 6), which is consistent with the overpredictions in Fig. 3. The largest monthly differences in the Midwest (Fig. 4) are typically in NN, and the differences are progressively reduced in SN and AN. Some months in the 20-yr period also have noticeable underpredictions of area-average precipitation of more than 25 mm, particularly in NN. In addition, the phase of the errors in NN is often not aligned with the errors in AN and SN, which suggests that the individual weather events in NN may be misrepresented. Such large differences in area-average precipitation in NN over a one-month period (both overprediction and underprediction) indicate the RCM’s inability to accurately characterize prolonged periods of heavy rain and dry spells that could contribute to flooding and drought, and the resulting errors in the surface heat fluxes would affect the ability of the RCM to predict extreme temperatures (e.g., Lynn et al. 2007). Overall, using either form of interior nudging improves the regional prediction of monthly precipitation.

**FIG. 4.** Monthly area-averaged (a) 2-m temperature difference from CFSR (K) and (b) precipitation difference from NARR (mm) for the Midwest region (refer to Fig. 1) for three WRF runs: NN (green), AN (blue), and SN (red).
b. Spectra of downscaled fields

Since variability can influence extreme events (Katz and Brown 1992; Meehl et al. 2000a), spectra are examined to determine the effects of nudging on variability at different spatial scales. Spectra represent the contribution of each wavenumber to the total variance and can indicate how well the large-scale fields from R-2 are captured and reproduced by WRF. In addition, comparing the WRF spectra to NARR shows if WRF is producing variability at the smaller scales where value should be added from the downscaling process.

One-dimensional spatial spectra are computed along rows of the 36-km domain (grid-relative west-east) for R-2, NARR, and the three WRF simulations. The spectra are computed every 6 h, and all data for each month are averaged over the 20-yr period. The data are detrended by fitting the fields along each model row to a quadratic least squares regression, then using the regression to remove linear and parabolic trends. After subtracting the row mean, a Hamming window (Kaimal and Kristensen 1991) is used to taper the rows to force periodicity for the spectral computations. Following Kaimal and Kristensen, the final spectra are multiplied by 2.52 to compensate for the reduction of variance from the Hamming window.

In January the variability in the long waves (longer than $4\Delta x$ for R-2) in 500-hPa temperature over the 20-yr period is consistent with R-2 in all three WRF simulations (Fig. 7). WRF retains much of the large-scale variability from R-2 via the lateral boundaries during January when there is strong synoptic forcing, though there is a slight reduction in variability in NN at long wavelengths compared to the other spectral representations of January. In the mesoscale wavelengths (between $4\Delta x$ for R-2 and $4\Delta x$ for WRF), both NN and SN add variability at a magnitude consistent with NARR, while AN has reduced variability.
compared with NARR. Even by weakening the nudging on the 36-km domain compared to model defaults, the analysis nudging technique may be nudging too strongly toward the R-2 fields and, as a result, unrealistically suppressing variability in the wintertime 500-hPa temperature. Thus, the nudging coefficients used for AN should be further revised for regional climate simulations to achieve the optimal balance between mesoscale variability and fidelity to the driving fields. Approaching 4Δt in WRF, all three WRF runs have higher variability than NARR, suggesting the downscaled runs have too much variance at those scales.

In July the long waves in 500-hPa temperature are consistent between R-2 and the nudged WRF simulations. However, there is much greater and unrealistic variability in NN (note the logarithmic ordinate axis in Fig. 7). This suggests that without interior nudging, weak synoptic forcing through the lateral boundaries allows WRF too much freedom to generate variability. Simply comparing the three WRF simulations could lead to the conclusion that using either interior nudging technique in WRF adversely impacts the variability in the multidecadal regional climate prediction. However, the variability in NN is neither present in the large-scale driving fields (R-2) nor is it corroborated by the NARR. At the mesoscale wavelengths AN has reduced the variance compared to SN and NN during July. SN is seemingly effective for producing large-scale variability that is consistent with NARR while also allowing the RCM to develop smaller-scale variability.

Examining 700-hPa water vapor mixing ratio for January and July (Fig. 8) suggests the large-scale moisture fields from R-2 are generally retained, but there is too much variability in all three WRF simulations regardless of whether interior nudging is used. The increased humidity variance in WRF is consistent with the overprediction of precipitation in all WRF simulations. Unlike for 500-hPa temperature (and momentum fields, not shown), the variance of 700-hPa water vapor mixing ratio with AN is not unrealistically suppressed. This
suggests that analysis nudging may be adjusting the variance in the moisture fields toward the observed state, which is also consistent with the better predictions of precipitation by AN than SN (Fig. 4), or that the humidity is strongly controlled by fields in the PBL that are not nudged. Recall that the analysis nudging technique in WRF can adjust the water vapor mixing ratio field, while spectral nudging cannot.

To focus on the long waves where the RCM should be consistent with the large-scale driving fields, energy spectra are shown in Fig. 9 with a linear ordinate axis. At 250 hPa the energy in the January meridional wind is reduced for all three WRF simulations compared to the representations in R-2 and NARR. NN has notably lower energy than both AN and SN, where energy in the long waves is increased to approach the reference fields. In July the 250-hPa meridional wind spectra are qualitatively similar to January, but the magnitudes are smaller because the synoptic transport has a smaller meridional component in July in this domain. At 500 hPa for January the distinctions between the WRF runs and the reference fields are small, although NN still has slightly lower energy compared to the other runs. However, at 500 hPa in July NN has greater energy than the other WRF runs and the reference fields (consistent with Fig. 7). In addition, compared to July at 250 hPa, the 500-hPa spectral energy of the meridional wind has the opposite sign of the error, so the distribution of energy in NN in the column is in error, and interior nudging notably acts to mitigate that error under weak synoptic forcing. The analogous zonal wind spectra (not shown) are qualitatively similar to Fig. 9.

As shown in Figs. 7–9, a larger total variance in the RCM simulations is not an indication of added value. Comparing the total variance of RCM simulations only to each other is not enough to determine the best representation of regional climate. The added or reduced variance at the large scales in NN (Figs. 7–9) represents an undesired deviation from the driving fields, and those

**FIG. 7.** Spectral variance from 500-hPa temperature for R-2, NARR, and WRF simulations NN, AN, and SN averaged for (a) January and (b) July.

**FIG. 8.** As in Fig. 7 but for 700-hPa water vapor mixing ratio.
errors in variance at larger scales may cascade down and contaminate the smaller scales. The spectra suggest that using interior nudging (AN or SN) produces larger-scale features that are more consistent with the driving fields. The adverse impacts of AN at smaller scales may be mitigated by further decreasing the nudging strength (Bowden et al. 2012b).

c. Annual totals of daily exceedances of extreme thresholds

To evaluate extremes, we first examine exceedances of 2-m temperature and precipitation thresholds from the RCM compared to those computed from CFSR (temperature) and NARR (precipitation). For the RCM...
simulations and the high-resolution reanalyses, the number of days in each year that the threshold was exceeded at each grid cell was tallied. Those annual tallies for each threshold were then area-averaged within each region (see Fig. 1). The thresholds are based on the Annual Climatological Summary maintained by the NOAA National Climatic Data Center. The thresholds also align well with a subset of the 27 extreme indices suggested by the World Climate Research Programme Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (e.g., Karl et al. 1999). Hot and cold thresholds for daily temperature and high daily precipitation thresholds are examined. The analysis for R-2 is not shown because the temperature data are too temporally coarse (6-h) to capture threshold values, and the precipitation estimates from R-2 are biased high (e.g., Guirguis and Avissar 2008; Wang et al. 2011).

Figure 10 shows the area-averaged number of days with 2-m temperature $\geq 90^\circ F$ (32.2$^\circ C$), or “summer days,” based on hourly data. None of the RCM simulations predicts as many area-average exceedances of the 90°F threshold as the CFSR for the Midwest region in any of the 20 years simulated. Compared to CFSR, NN underestimates the annual number of summer days by as many as 40 days across the Midwest region. Both forms of interior nudging improve the simulation of summer days compared to NN, although AN and SN

![Figure 11](image-url)
still typically underestimate the number of summer days by 10–20 days compared with CFSR. For the summer day threshold in the Midwest over this period, AN performs best. The underprediction of summer days in all WRF simulations (Fig. 10) is consistent with a persistent overprediction of precipitation in the region (Figs. 3 and 4) where the surface energy balance is likely tilted more toward latent heating because of the moist ground. In addition, the underprediction of temperatures at the “summer day” threshold is consistent with Fig. 4, which shows the largest underprediction of temperature typically occurs in July and is most pronounced in NN.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the WRF simulations to CFSR over the Midwest region for three cold thresholds: number of days with temperature <32°F (0°C, frost days), number of days with maximum temperature <32°F (0°C, freeze days), and number of days with temperature <0°F (−17.8°C). For the first decade of the 20-yr simulation, all three WRF simulations tended to underpredict the number of frost days, but the number of area-average frost days for the Midwest was typically within five days of CFSR for all three WRF runs during the second decade. NN often had the largest differences from CFSR. Both AN and SN predicted similar numbers of frost days for most years and represented an improvement over NN throughout the 20-yr period.

For some years during the period, NN approximately predicted the area-average number of freeze days in the Midwest compared to CFSR (Fig. 11), but other years underpredicted the number of freeze days by more than 10. However, AN and SN consistently predicted the number of area-average annual freeze days within five days of CFSR. All three WRF simulations were consistent with CFSR in characterizing the number of very cold days (temperature <0°F) throughout the 20-yr period, though the most notable differences from CFSR occurred in NN.

Across all regions the distributions of the 20-yr annual exceedances of the hot (90°F) and cold (32°F) thresholds are shown in Fig. 12. In NN, there is reduced interannual variability and too few exceedances of the hot threshold in the Midwest, Northeast, and Southeast, consistent with the strong summer cold biases shown in Fig. 5. In all of those regions both AN and SN increase the
interannual variability and the number of exceedances to be more consistent with CFSR. In the Northwest and Southwest, NN overpredicts the exceedances of the hot threshold, and this overprediction is mitigated with nudging. For the cold threshold, NN tends to artificially increase the interquartile range in the northern regions, where >100 cold days occur annually. For the nudged runs, the interquartile ranges are closer to CFSR than NN is in those regions. Nudging does not suppress the prediction of cold days relative to NN or to CFSR in most regions, although there is a slight reduction in the number of cold days predicted in the Plains in all WRF runs.

To understand the ability of WRF to simulate heavy precipitation events, comparisons are made to NARR estimates of numbers of days with precipitation exceeding thresholds of 0.5 in and 1.0 in (similar to CLIVAR indices of $\geq 10$ mm and $\geq 20$ mm). Fig. 13 shows that, for both precipitation thresholds, all three WRF simulations overpredict the annual area-average number of days that each threshold was surpassed in the Midwest compared to NARR. The overpredictions of precipitation at the high thresholds by WRF occurs for each year of the 20-yr simulation period (Figs. 13 and 14), and it is consistent with the general overprediction of precipitation shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 6. In general, the overpredictions occur most frequently in NN, which suggests that without interior nudging the configuration of WRF used here has a tendency to generate more heavy precipitation events than are observed. In general, NN predicts about 10 more days $\geq 0.5$ in and about 5 more days $\geq 1.0$ in per year than were observed in the Midwest (using NARR as the benchmark). At the 0.5 in threshold, the SN simulation tends to overpredict the number of days as often as NN (Figs. 13 and 14). The precipitation event totals at both thresholds are best matched with NARR in AN in five of the six regions, possibly because AN is the only simulation that constrains moisture on the interior of the domain. Radu et al. (2008) showed that spectral nudging exaggerated the intensity of wintertime precipitation events unless a constraint toward specific humidity was introduced. Thus, more heavy precipitation events are erroneously predicted without using interior nudging, and AN appropriately suppresses the number of events toward the observed state.

d. Monthly extremes and interannual variability

Here, extremes are assessed relative to the 20-yr climatology by examining monthly averaged daily
maximum and minimum 2-m temperature, monthly averaged diurnal temperature range, and total monthly precipitation. As in the previous subsection, values are tabulated at each grid cell and aggregated to form an area average. For each of the 12 months, the means and standard deviations are computed relative to each model run’s distribution to account for the bias in the RCM predictions (e.g., Figs. 2–4) and to track the annual cycle in the Midwest region. This subsection not only addresses extremes, but also the effects of nudging on the mean, variability, and timing of events in the RCM. To examine the effects of the variability on the extremes, two standard deviations from the mean (±2σ) are considered outlier months. Assuming the data are normally distributed, approximately 1 in 22 values falls outside ±2σ, so those events occurring less than 5% of the time could be considered rare or extreme. Although this criterion is objective and practical, it is limited for precipitation, which does not have a normal distribution, and its lower bound is 0.

Using the ±2σ criterion, the CFSR identifies three exceptionally hot months and four exceptionally cold months in the Midwest region using the monthly area-averaged daily maximum 2-m temperature (Fig. 15). Four of those months (January 2006, September 1993, December 1989, and December 2000) were correctly characterized as exceptional in all three WRF runs, regardless of whether interior nudging was used. The exceptionally cold August 1992 was also identified as the coldest August in all three WRF runs, despite falling short of the 2σ criterion. (August 1992 is obscured for AN and SN in Fig. 15 because August 2004 has a similar value.) This shows that WRF can create credible predictions (e.g., from persistent and strong synoptic forcing through the lateral boundaries) and does not rely on nudging to compensate for shortcomings in physics. However, March 2000 and June 1988 were merely cast as unusually warm in NN, but correctly characterized as extreme by AN and SN. In fact, the summer of 1988 had the hottest June, July, and August of the 20-yr period, a prolonged period of drought in the Midwest. Without interior nudging, NN consistently underpredicted 2-m temperature during the summer months (consistent with Fig. 4) and did not identify 1988 as having a remarkably hot summer. In NN, July 1988 was 0.5 K cooler for the region than July 2006, its hottest July (a false alarm), which
was only unusually warm (+1σ) in CFSR, AN, and SN. In addition, April 2006 was the hottest April of the 20-yr period in CFSR, AN, and SN but without interior nudging; NN classified that month as near normal. Without interior nudging WRF captured some of the extreme months during the 20-yr period but had several misses and false alarms. Although imperfect, using interior nudging in WRF improves the representation of the extreme months, eliminates the misses and false alarms, and greatly improves the accuracy in characterizing the relative severity of the events.

As with daily maximum temperature, several months that had exceptionally hot or cold monthly area-averaged daily 2-m temperature minima (June 1992, August 1992, December 1989, December 2000) were correctly characterized in all three WRF runs, regardless of whether nudging was used (Fig. 16). However, without nudging NN misclassified the severity of some months (October 1988 and 2007, which were the coldest and hottest Octobers at ±1σ rather than ±2σ, which suggests reduced interannual variability for October), missed extreme months altogether (June 2003, which was the second coldest in CFSR, AN, and SN but average in NN), or simulated extreme conditions when they did not occur (November 2003, which was the third hottest and +1σ in NN but average in CFSR, AN, and SN).

The diurnal range of the 2-m temperature can illustrate the effects of precipitation on temperature. As demonstrated with the maxima and minima of the daily 2-m temperature, WRF without nudging can sometimes accurately predict extreme events. February and March 1998 and November 1999 were correctly classified with exceptionally small diurnal range by all three WRF runs (Fig. 17), and June 1988 was exceptionally large in all three WRF runs. In other cases, nudging was necessary to intensify (May 1988, July 1988, November 1992, July–September 1993) or mitigate (November 1997) the magnitude of the diurnal range. Interior nudging was necessary to capture the magnitude of the expanded diurnal range during the extreme hot and dry summer of 1988. In addition, nudging correctly reduced the diurnal range during July–September 1993, following the
record-breaking flooding events. The annual variability in the diurnal range in NN is erroneously largest in winter months (and enhanced compared to CFSR, AN, and SN) and smallest in summer months (and suppressed compared to CFSR, AN, and SN). This shows that interior nudging is needed to correctly simulate the intra-annual and interannual variability in diurnal range.

Month-by-month area-average precipitation totals for the 20-yr period are shown in Fig. 18. Evaluating monthly precipitation totals over a region allows us to remove acute events (which are also important, but discussed as part of Figs. 13 and 14) and assess prolonged synoptic patterns that either increase or decrease widespread precipitation at some point in the year. Based on NARR for the 20-yr period, there were nine individual months with > +2σ area-average precipitation (exceptionally wet) in the Midwest, and one month with < −2σ area-average precipitation (exceptionally dry) in the Midwest (Fig. 18). Without interior nudging in WRF, NN predicted 10 exceptionally wet months and no exceptionally dry months. However, of the 10 exceptionally wet months identified by NN during the 20-yr period, only four of them actually verified as exceptionally wet; the other six months predicted as exceptionally wet by NN were usually only slightly wetter than average according to NARR. In addition, the exceptionally dry month (June 1988) was predicted to be only abnormally dry (< −1σ) by NN, and it was not even the driest June of the 20-yr period in NN. By contrast, the exceptionally dry year in June 1988 was correctly predicted by both AN and SN at < −2σ. June 1988 had <50% of the area-average monthly precipitation of the next driest June of the 20-yr period in both AN and SN, as in NARR.

AN identified eight exceptionally wet months, and SN identified 10 exceptionally wet months. The months identified by AN and SN as exceptionally wet often matched those identified from NARR as exceptionally wet (see Fig. 18). In cases where there was disagreement on the extremity of the precipitation during the month, often the month was in the wettest year for that month during the period in NARR and the WRF nudging cases, so the 2σ threshold may have been too strict. By contrast, in cases where NN was inconsistent with NARR, the errors in classifying the extremity of the monthly precipitation were much larger. For example, March 1998 was exceptionally wet (> +2σ) as classified by NARR and as predicted by AN and SN, but it was predicted as slightly wetter than average (between ±1σ) by NN. March 2002 was predicted as exceptionally wet
by NN, but verified as slightly wetter than average in NARR and was correctly classified by AN and SN. Problems in NN also persisted in summer months, where August 2007 was an exceptionally wet month in NARR and was correctly predicted by AN and SN as the wettest August of the 20-yr period (Fig. 18); NN, however, classified August 2007 as abnormally dry (<−1σ). Lastly, the three wettest months during the 20-yr period in NARR were May 2004, June 1998, and July 1992 (Fig. 18). All three of those months were correctly predicted as the top three wet months by AN and SN, while NN did not identify any of those months among the three wettest. Overall, while imperfect and subject to refinement, applying interior nudging toward the coarse-resolution R-2 fields through AN and SN enabled WRF to identify extreme months in the Midwest region that were better matched to NARR than NN. Without interior nudging NN identified the approximate number of extreme wet months, and NN correctly identified four of the 10 extreme months during the 20-yr simulation period. However, there were six misses and six false alarms for NN predictions of exceptionally wet months during the 20-yr period (and one egregious miss of the exceptionally dry month), which is unreliable for predicting extreme precipitation.

4. Summary

In this paper, the impacts of interior nudging on the prediction of extremes in regional climate modeling were explored. Using the WRF model as the RCM, three continuous simulations covering 1988–2007 were evaluated for which the constraint toward large-scale driving conditions was exercised either only at the lateral boundaries or via one of the two interior nudging techniques in WRF. The simulations were initialized with reanalysis fields from R-2 as a proxy for a coarse-resolution global climate model. Comparisons of the spectra from WRF output fields were made against R-2 to determine if the WRF simulations were consistent with the driving model at large scales. Finer-scale comparisons of the WRF simulations were drawn against comparable-resolution reanalyses from the NARR and CFSR products.

We showed that nudging improves the prediction of monthly means over a multidecadal period, consistent with other studies using shorter (1-yr or less) simulations (e.g., Miguez-Macho et al. 2004; Castro et al. 2005; Lo et al. 2008; Rockel et al. 2008; Alexandru et al. 2009; Bowden et al. 2012b). By constraining only at the lateral boundaries, WRF often, but not always, captures the
interannual variability, which is also noted in Bowden et al. (2012a), and some of the extremes. However, interior nudging improves the simulation of the mean 2-m temperature and both hot and cold extreme thresholds, so nudging improves the distribution and does not simply shift a model bias. Using interior nudging is clearly an advantage for simulating extreme wet and dry precipitation periods during the multidecadal period. All WRF runs overpredicted precipitation totals through the multidecadal period (as in Caldwell et al. 2009) regardless of whether nudging was used. Yet, both forms of interior nudging reproduced extreme events with greater accuracy and did not produce the false alarms and misclassifications of events when nudging was not used. Overall, interior nudging preserved the variability in the large scales from the driving fields and adjusted the smaller-scale variability toward the high-resolution reanalyses.

These results should not be used to compare the interior nudging techniques directly because of differences in their fundamental approaches and the variables that are nudged. However, the application of nudging in WRF for regional climate modeling stands to be improved to capitalize on the strengths of both methods. Although analysis nudging is not theoretically applicable for regional climate modeling, using it is preferable to not using interior nudging. Here, the analysis nudging simulation is heuristic because its precipitation means and extremes are consistently more accurate than the other two runs in five of the six regions in our domain, so it is plausible that spectral nudging in WRF can be improved.

Our results clearly indicate that using interior nudging for regional climate modeling with reasonable settings will not inappropriately squelch temperature and precipitation extremes over prolonged periods in mid-latitudes. In some cases, increased spatial variability and larger extremes were predicted without using interior nudging, but those predictions were inaccurate. Using an interior constraint toward the large-scale fields is absolutely necessary to consistently predict extreme events that are faithful to the large-scale atmospheric circulation and approach the verified values. Because there is no consensus on whether nudging is appropriate for regional climate modeling (e.g., Rummukainen 2010), this research adds confidence to use nudging for dynamical downscaling particularly when there is an interest in extreme events. Nudging techniques must be used appropriately (i.e., nudging toward synoptic-scale waves for spectral nudging and using relaxation time
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scales that are sufficiently long for analysis nudging) to maximize the benefit from them. However, we did not explore whether model biases could be masked and/or exacerbated by nudging. If the downscaling techniques are extended to global climate fields (i.e., Type 3 or Type 4 rather than Type 2, following Castro et al. 2005), then the resultant regional climate projections may include the effects of biases in the global climate fields that will not be overcome by nudging. Our results reflect one configuration of WRF, and the generality of our conclusions should be evaluated for other configurations of WRF and other RCMs. Using historical data, WRF provides realistic regional climatology and captures some interannual variability without interior nudging. However, accurately capturing changes in the interannual variability of critical thresholds of 2-m temperature and precipitation are important to generate credible, problem-focused climate assessments (e.g., Tryhorn and DeGaetano 2011), and that can best be achieved today by using interior nudging techniques in the RCM.
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